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with the publication of

ludlow has accomplished what few scholars have done presented
a worthy commentary on one of the most difficult books in world
literature the task that victor L ludlow set for himself would have
discouraged lesser scholars but he has the credentials and the will to
pursue the project the work examines the historical context
literary style scriptural context and doctrinal application of isaiah
and is designed to help the readers of isaiah to understand his
writings p xi
here for the first time latter day saints have at
their command a commentary on isaiah that brings together LDS
doctrine reputable scholarship and an informed discussion of the
nature of the hebrew writings of isaiah
two features of the book deserve special note first the entire
book of isaiah has been included within the text of the commentary
making it unnecessary to keep a copy of the bible at hand to read the
L
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passages being discussed the text of isaiah used for inclusion varies
from section to section with fourteen different translations being
used including some of ludlow s original renderings this use of
different english versions of isaiah allows the reader to see other
possibilities of interpretation and to become familiar with the style
and readability of the various translations now available on the

market
second isaiah wrote in a language and literary style that is
foreign to most contemporary readers his use of hebrew poetry
with complicated chiastic structures parallels and repetitions unfamiliar
to native english speakers only complicates the problem of understanding
his message ludlow explains in an intelligent manner at appropriate
points how isaiah used these hebrew poetic devices and how a
knowledge of these forms actually contributes to a better understanding
of the text
the publisher deseret book is to be complimented for the
quality of the layout and liberal use of bold face italics and different
sized fonts that visually help the reader to organize what could have
been a complicated and dizzying sequence of commentaries however
the maps on pages 175 and 181 are not precisely drawn an unfortunate
lapse given the graphic care with which the book was otherwise
assembled
As with any finite commentary on a major work selections were
made concerning the material that could be included scholars of
hebrew and the ancient near east will find ludlow s book lacking in
commentary on the hebrew text students of latter day saint theology might wish there were more quotations from authoritative modern
sources however given the size of the book ludlow has made a
happy balance between the various source materials used in his
commentary
some readers may fault this book for not giving single answers to
the problems raised by a reading of the book of isaiah but 1I think
this is one of the strong points of ludlow s commentary rather than
giving doctrinaire answers to questions he offers various alternatives
usually based in part on the different approaches that he has presented
ie answers based on secular scholarship scriptural comparisons
quotations from modern prophets while this approach may be disconc
concerting
erting to a few it will be refreshing to many the paragraph on
page 360 is characteristic of the best passages in ludlow s commentary
he summarizes the data and rather than categorically
stating the one and only correct solution he lets the list stand
by proffering an interpretation that includes all the possibilities
504
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the

chapter why and how to study isaiah is very helpful
the historical background and the explanation of parallelism in
hebrew are particularly useful later beginning on page 93 there is
a section with many helpful insights on the use of the book of mormon
isaiah passages to aid in understanding biblical isaiah this is one of
the most valuable sections of the book but unfortunately it is hidden
in the middle of a discussion of isaiah chapter 2 this important
commentary should have been given a chapter by itself or at least a
place in the table of contents so that those who use this book as a
reference work would be aware that this topic is treated similarly the
welcome section why Is isaiah deliberately difficult is unfortunately
tucked away in the discussion of isaiah 6 where it will be found only
by those who read through the book page by page
while I1 obviously believe that this is a valuable book it does contain a number of items with which 1I as a specialist in the ancient near
east would take issue some of these are probably mere typographical
errors such as the statement that deutero
deotero isaiah starts after chapter 29
p 97 it should read chapter 39 there are also significant omissions
along with the appropriately cited isaiah texts contained in the
septuagint and the book of mormon from the brass plates 1I expected to
qumran dead sea scrolls isaiah material
find comparisons with the quaran
except for three passages only one of which adds to the commentary on
the hebrew text the dead sea scrolls are not even mentioned the one
passage that does make a substantive contribution p 506 is not listed in
the index on page 48 ludlow attributes the division of the isaiah text
into paragraphs and chapters to medieval scribes here is a case where
qumran material would have helped to avoid a
evidence from the quaran
mistake A comparison of the lqis atext
text with the paragraph and chapter
divisions of the masoretic text would have shown that by and large these
divisions were known to the scribes of the dead sea scrolls and were not
invented subsequently in the middle ages
most of my questions about ludlow s book have to do with matters
of fact or interpretation for example on pages 98 and 99 the significance of the phrase top of the mountains is discussed the explanation that the temple mount in jerusalem though in fact lower
than the surrounding hills attains a position of relative height is
jerusalem is indeed considerably
at best forced the temple mount in injerusalem
lower than the surrounding hills and can in no way be considered a
when isaiah says that this holy city shall
top of the mountains
be established in the top of the mountains
isa 22 it is the king
james translation that is misleading the hebrew text literally says
the mountain of the house of the lord shall be in the head of the
I1
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mountains most likely referring to the spiritual standing of the city
of the lord among all the other cities of the world no doubt because
of the presence of the lords temple the new english bible
translates the mountain of the LORDS house shall be set over other
mountains lifted high above the hills
the last two phrases are
parallel and therefore most likely indicate the same thing there is
also a climax in this parallelism namely that compared to the mountain or city of the lord all others will seem as hills given this
metaphysical explanation of the top of the mountains there is no
need to explain why the low hill of the temple mount in jerusalem is
relatively high or that the temples along the wasatch front of
the rockies are one thousand feet higher in absolute elevation
than jerusalem
113 ludlow suggests that the hebrews of Isaia
on page 115
isaiahs
isaials
hs day
found some sort of mysticism in the hebrew language so that they
could feel there was a power inherent in words that are mysteriously
linked by similarity and contrast
while this may have been the
kaba listic
cabalistic
case with post 70 AD judaism there is no evidence that kabalistic
tendencies predate the common era the power of the words of
isaiah lies not in mysticism but in their poetic quality prophetic
vision and deadly accuracy
part of the commentary on page 338 is based on the interpretation
of the hebrew word elohim as god the father this usage is quite
standard among members of the church but the word as it is used in
hebrew does not denote exclusively god the father in fact at times
jehovah yahweh for
it seems interchangeable with the hebrew for forjehovah
instance see judges 3 where the angel sent to announce samsons
birth is alternately described as an angel of yahweh v 3 and an
angel of elohim v 6 as a man of elohim v 6 and again
ian
an angel of yahweh v 11 but the telling verse for the present
point is 22 where after the angel had ascended in the flame of the
altar samsons father said we have seen elohim
they had not
seen god the father but only a messenger and that messenger was
called elohim by them in other words elohim could denote not only
god but also a divine messenger a man as he is called in the
foregoing verses therefore it is not correct to base an interpretation
of isaiah 40 upon the assumption that every occurrence of elohim in
this chapter refers to god the father and that when yahweh appears
the subject has become the son
the claim that bel and nebo were the two most prominent
assero babylonian pantheon p 391 is true only for
gods of the assyro
the neo babylonian empire and there is no evidence that bel and
1I
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jehovah and the holy
nebo were the babylonian apostate versions ofofjehovah
ghost
babylonian religion is fairly well known back to the third
millennium BC and there is no reason to believe that during that

period 2000 700 BC the gospel was ever known in mesopotamia to
any extent beyond a personal level there is a similar problem on
page 477 where ludlow states that ancient idol worship was inseparably
connected with ritual prostitution and fertility cults
this is simply
not true of the ancient near east there are no texts from the
phoenician ugaritic
Ugar itic or palestinian cultural spheres at or before the
time of isaiah that even suggest ritual prostitution the only evidence
ionia comes from a late and
Baby lonia
of prostitution as part of the cults of
ofbabylonia
babylonia
babelonia
nonnative
non native source herodotus there is no native text or other indigenous
evidence from any period that cultic prostitution was ever practiced in
mesopotamia I1
there are other questionable claims scattered through the book
for example the equation proffered on page 205 that the land
shadowed by wings of isaiah 18
1811 is the americas may or may not be
true the evidence marshalled does not convince this reviewer the
suggestion that the phrase house of prayer for all people isa 567
found its fulfillment on june 9 1978 when the temple blessings
were made available to all worthy people regardless of race p 474
is not the only possible explanation the house of prayer for all
people is quoted by the savior in matthew 2113 to refer to the
proper use of the temple the outer court of the temple was reserved
for non israelites as a place of prayer truly a place of prayer for all
5 2 is
people
and the explanation of the word forgive on page 4 52
based on a faulty etymology
exception must be made to the statement on page 293
it
seems that presently irreligious jews trusting in their own power
have returned to their promised land and established a strong modern
state
the word irreligious is far too strong it is true that many of
the jewish people of palestine are not religious but the correct term
for this is areligious and not irreligious the former meaning without
religion and the latter meaning irreverent or even antireligious
indeed many of the jews of palestine are very religious and though
woid
word
woidgagu
back in
gagu be interpreted as brothel and that the
m 1913 it was proposed that the akkadian temple word
women who served therein nadita
naditu women were sacred prostitutes unfortunately this erroneous assumption based on faulty syriac etymology has remained and grown into a whole theory about cultic prostitution
old theories that fire the imagination seem to have a life of their own that defies the truth if anything the
naditu woman in studies
naditu women were required to be chaste in deed see rivkah harris the nadita
nadita
19641 p 106 with the literature in footpresented to A leo oppenheim chicago the oriental institute 1964
andd 2 see also E J fischer cultic prostitution in the ancient east A reassessment biblical
notes 1 an

theological bulletin 6 1976
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they may be in the minority their influence in the politics of the
jewish state far outweighs their numbers
despite my questions on these and other points 1I see this book
as an important achievement dr ludlow is especially to be commended
for his introduction to the poetic imagery and explanation of the
lyrics of isaiah the english approximations are faithful and give
much of the richness of Isaia
isaiahs
isaials
hs colors I1 look forward to more
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